Pretrieve(TM) Announces Online Court
Record Access
ATLANTA, GA – April 26 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Pretrieve LLC
(www.pretrieve.com) today announced the integration of nationwide court
record searches to their highly successful free public record search engine.
Internet researchers now have one click access to a variety of free court
record searches from Federal, State and County courthouses. Pretrieve is a
free public record search engine designed to help make finding information
about businesses and individuals from free Internet sources easier for
everyone. Pretrieve’s unique service connects researchers to a variety of
county, state, and national public records through categorized links that
deliver users directly to their search results, not just the homepages.

Pretrieve’s public record search now includes criminal and civil court record
information.
“Fast, free access to criminal and civil court record information was the
most frequently requested enhancement that we received in feedback from our
users,” said Paul Bunting, President of Pretrieve. “Attorneys, journalists,
private investigators, skip tracers, real estate professionals, Federal and
State agencies, and small office/home offices continue to be the biggest
users of Pretrieve’s search technology because of the cost and convenience
advantages we offer, but we are seeing expanded growth in the use of public
records among consumers.”

Reaching New Users with New Technology
Release of Pretrieve’s search plugin for the Firefox browser, and the
Pretrieve Search Column on Amazon’s A9.com are examples of how Pretrieve is
redefining public record search technology. Pretrieve is helping put the
power of free public record information in the hands consumers and small
business owners.
“The ability to use A9’s Yellow Page information to help find a business or
service provider and then utilize Pretrieve’s public record search engine to
quickly perform some free, basic due diligence about that business has been
extremely popular among consumers,” said Bunting. “The technology bindings
that we have created have helped us reach a segment of the market that
normally wouldn’t think to use the power of public record information to help
them make better decisions.”
About Pretrieve
Pretrieve LLC is a privately owned, Atlanta based company, focused on
developing deep web search engine technology for public record retrieval.
Pretrieve licenses its search technology to information providers that seek
to enhance their product’s value by integrating access to free data sources.
For more information please visit: www.pretrieve.com
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